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EARTH DAY
We pride ourselves with not just focusing on patients and each 
other, but also the world! One of the ways that we do that is 
through our Annual Earth Day Service Days. Earth Day is an annual 
event held in local communities that has a beneficial impact on 
earth.

This year, many teammates young and old went out to give back to 
their local communities and truly made this month special. We 
hope that with our collective efforts—the local beaches, mosques, 
community garden and all the other places we volunteered at are a 
little cleaner and greener.

Well done teammates for being part of one of the programs that 
gives life to the DaVita Way.
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TEAM BUILDING ROADSHOW
We continued our team building roadshow with the Northern and 
Southern teams! The energy and enthusiasm shown by all the 
teammates were contagious! 

There were a lot of discussions and team building games that we 
hope further strengthened the bond between teammates and 
motivation to continue living the DaVita way. After these few 
rounds, we have officially completed the team building roadshow 
with Region 1!

Below are pictures of Alor Setar, Gurun, Kangar, Pendang, 
Seberang Perai, SPS, SPU, Sungai Siput, Batu Berendam, Kuala 
Sungai Baru, and Masjid Tanah teammates. 

"Alone we can do so li�le, together we can do so much." 
-Helen Keller-

EARTH DAY
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BUKA PUASA AND HARI RAYA CELEBRATIONS
Another tradition for Team Cahaya is the annual Breaking Fast or 
Buka Puasa Event. This breaking fast event is held to 
commemorate the month of Ramadan observed by Muslims 
worldwide of all ages as a month of fasting, prayers, reflection, 
and community. Hari Raya or in other countries, it is better known 
as Eid al-Fitr, is a big and joyous holiday or celebration to mark the 
end of Ramadan. This is also an annual event for us as many 
centres celebrate it together at the centre-level with each other, 

patients, and family. As a multi-cultural country, we are blessed to 
be able to celebrate so many holidays with each other regardless 
of race or background.

This was a great way to further strengthen our spirit of a healthy 
and happy community. Please check out the amazing pictures of 
teammates celebrating Ramadan and Hari Raya from all over the 
country.
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SELOKA RAYA 2019
We, DaVita Malaysia has successfully organized a celebratory 
event, Seloka Raya – Hari Raya Open House. Seloka Raya was a 
wonderful luncheon to thank the funding bodies for their support 

and, also in line with the festive season together with HQ 
teammates. It was a fun filled afternoon with chatters and 
enjoyment along with traditional musical performances.
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ENGAGEMENT ACTION PLAN  
Your engagement at work is a priority to us. As some of you may be aware, we have rolled out our Engagement Action Plan that was 
designed based on the 2018 Engagement Survey and feedback received last year.

The 3 main issues that were brought up from last year’s engagement survey and additional discussions were: 
• Communication gap between HQ and clinics
• Lack of sense of belonging in DaVita and understanding of DaVita core values 
• Teammate welfare

Last year’s engagement survey results and your feedback have been the catalyst to many action plans. On top of the revision of salary, 
bonuses, and compensation and benefits, we have also designed the Engagement Action Plan. 
Some of the activities that we have done in the hopes of increasing teammate engagement are:
• The teambuilding roadshow 
• New Hire Orientation online and at HQ
• Quarterly Newsletter
• Revamped recognition programs that include Core Value Pins
• Monthly Voice of the Village call and quarterly Town Halls
• Team Cahaya Bowling tournament

For every Engagement Action Plan related activity or initiative, the logo below will be displayed 
to create awareness and to display our continued effort in boosting our Village’s engagement.

For a full list of our action plan, please refer to the table below. 

 Area Task

 

Communication

 Regular homerooms and core value activities  

  Encourage all 40 clinics to dial in every Voice of the Village call with HQ 
  (fixed time every month - Every 2nd Thursday of the month)

  Communication skills discussion group or workshop for HQ 

 Team
 Teambuilding roadshow

  Engagement Tournaments e.g., Team Cahaya bowling tournament

 
Recognition

 Revamped recognition programs (We are Here, teammate of the quarter winner, 
  core value pin winners, NOH, quarterly newsletter call out homeroom peer to 
  peer recognition) 

 
Core Values

 Quarterly newsletter tips and tricks section for core values 

  Homeroom core value activities

 

Onboarding

 Quarterly onboarding at HQ for new hires 

  Webinar onboarding every two weeks

  Post onboarding support (mentorship)

 
Learning and Development

 FAST, DWOT, Leadership Fundamentals, Quarterly Webinars, and Workshops.

  Provide post training support to teammates - for example check ins, webinar, video tutorials

We will continue to roll this out throughout the year. As we are continuously working on increasing teammate engagement, we ask for 
your understanding and to keep an open mind. We also hope that you continue to work with us to make our Village a special place for all.

One for All!
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Did you know?
Educational materials on kidney health are made available for 
you to read. Ask us should you need a set for yourself or 
family/friends! It is available in English & Malay!

Did you know?
We have a new number for our 
customers/patients if they have any 
inquiries, suggestions or feedbacks.

1 800 180 780
DaVitaLine 

Teammate of the quarter

Congratulations to Muhammad Razlan Azim Bin 
Mohammed Eskak  for teammate of the 2nd 
quarter 2019!

Razlan is Sungai Besar’s driver and has been an example of a teammate that lives 
the Davita Way. He doesn’t just do his work well, but he also helps the nurses to 
take daily stock, helps make the patient comfortable and so many more. He always 
goes above and beyond of what his role entails and is truly a team player. 

Well done Razlan! We are proud of you. Keep on shining and being a role model of 
our Mission and Vision. You are a star. 
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CORE VALUE SECTION

Accountability

“We don’t say “It’s not my fault” or “It’s not my job.” We take 
responsibility for meeting our commitments—our personal ones as 
well as those of the entire organization. We take ownership of the 
results.”

Accountability comes from within. It is not something you are given, you have 
to choose it to own it. 

It is not easy being accountable but that doesn’t mean it’s not possible. Here 
are 8 of the many habits of highly accountable people based on an Inc.com 
article that we can make as part of our every day life.

1.  They take responsibility.
 Highly accountable people willingly take on responsibility and actively 

manage it so it gets done. 

2.  They don't make excuses.
 Highly accountable people don't throw others under the bus for their own 

missteps or inaction. They also don't excuse themselves based upon 
outside influences. 

3.  They are on time.
 Accountable people understand that every project has a time value and 

that punctuality serves a purpose. Part of what makes them trustworthy is 
their efficiency and dependability to not waste a minute of other people's 
time or their own.

4.  They control their own fate.
 A victim mentality is not in a highly accountable person's repertoire. They 

do not wait to be checked or monitored by others but work proactively 
and diligently with the team to finish the job.

5.  They own their feelings.
 They stay in control of their feelings and don't let a bad day or emotional 

colleague get in the way of accomplishing what needs to be done. 

6.  They manage expectations.
 Highly accountable people are clear about what needs to be done and 

when. They think carefully and realistically about a project and give you an 
answer you can rely on. When something gets in the way, they assess it, 
resolve it and communicate proactively to make sure everyone is on board 
with the adjusted result.

7.  They collaborate.
 Highly accountable people are great at using the resources around them. 

They make the most of each available body by engaging, inspiring and 
empowering them to add positively to the result.

8.  They don't expect praise.
 Highly accountable people get their satisfaction from delivering quality 

product on time with a team that feels great about the accomplishment. 
Any additional praise is just an added bonus to a job well done.

What does accountability look like to you? Take some time to reflect and ask 
yourself if you have been practicing this core value. Share with your teammates 
and practice this core value as a team!

Core Value Pin Winners
Congratulations to our core value pin winners of 
this quarter! Keep up the great work. We honour 
and celebrate you!

Service Excellence
Mohd Yusran (Sri Rampai) 
Risman Zamani (Alor Setar) 
Nurul Najwa (HQ) 

Integrity
Nor Majidah (HQ) 
Baanu Pannirselvam (Batang Berjuntai) 
Siti Zaharah Bt Jumat (Pontian) 

Team
Nurul Huda (HQ) 
Nurzaiti Najiha (HQ) 
Mohamad Qhairul Aizam (Rembau) 
Siti Hasmah (HQ) 

Continuous Improvement
Suria Bt Mahmud (Seremban) 
Nurul Atikah (Kota Tinggi) 
Tan Hai Shi (HQ) 

Accountability
Suzi Sohari (Taman Seri Setia) 
Ain Farhana (Sungai Besar)
Mohamad Amali Md Saad (Kota Damansara) 
Maisurah Munawar (HQ) 

Fulfillment
Marianie Abdul Wahab (Bangi) 
Chris Koh (HQ) 

Fun
Muhammad Affiq Bin Bakar (Seremban)
Khairunisa Mislan (HQ)
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TEAM CAHAYA BOWLING TOURNAMENT 
Round 1 ends on July 19th! Who will be the 3 representing your team for the next round? 
Get ready to cheer them on for the next round!

Will you strike out or will your team 
be the 1st ever Team Cahaya 
Bowling Tournament Champion?

DaVita Malaysia
presents

TOURNAMENT 2019

BOWLING

ROUND 1 

best 2 teammates to represent centre in Round 2)
ROUND 2
Before 30th September 2019 (within region to 

Final Round)
FINAL ROUND 
20th October 2019, Kuala Lumpur

GRAND 
PRIZE

Trophy and 
cash prize!
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CENTRES UPDATES : Relocation

CENTRES UPDATES : Expansion

PUSAT DIALISIS ANDALAS

PUSAT DIALISIS KLANG

Before

After

We are proud to announce that DaVita Klang (previously Andalas), DaVita Bangi and DaVIta Wangsa Maju have recently relocated to new 
space. We look forward to seeing and serving our patients at the greatly improved centres.

Team Cahaya News and Announcements
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PUSAT DIALISIS BANGI
Before

After

CENTRES UPDATES : Relocation
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PUSAT DIALISIS WANGSA MAJU
Before

After

CENTRES UPDATES : Relocation

Accountability

“We don’t say “It’s not my fault” or “It’s not my job.” We take 
responsibility for meeting our commitments—our personal ones as 
well as those of the entire organization. We take ownership of the 
results.”

Accountability comes from within. It is not something you are given, you have 
to choose it to own it. 

It is not easy being accountable but that doesn’t mean it’s not possible. Here 
are 8 of the many habits of highly accountable people based on an Inc.com 
article that we can make as part of our every day life.

1.  They take responsibility.
 Highly accountable people willingly take on responsibility and actively 

manage it so it gets done. 

2.  They don't make excuses.
 Highly accountable people don't throw others under the bus for their own 

missteps or inaction. They also don't excuse themselves based upon 
outside influences. 

3.  They are on time.
 Accountable people understand that every project has a time value and 

that punctuality serves a purpose. Part of what makes them trustworthy is 
their efficiency and dependability to not waste a minute of other people's 
time or their own.

4.  They control their own fate.
 A victim mentality is not in a highly accountable person's repertoire. They 

do not wait to be checked or monitored by others but work proactively 
and diligently with the team to finish the job.

5.  They own their feelings.
 They stay in control of their feelings and don't let a bad day or emotional 

colleague get in the way of accomplishing what needs to be done. 

6.  They manage expectations.
 Highly accountable people are clear about what needs to be done and 

when. They think carefully and realistically about a project and give you an 
answer you can rely on. When something gets in the way, they assess it, 
resolve it and communicate proactively to make sure everyone is on board 
with the adjusted result.

7.  They collaborate.
 Highly accountable people are great at using the resources around them. 

They make the most of each available body by engaging, inspiring and 
empowering them to add positively to the result.

8.  They don't expect praise.
 Highly accountable people get their satisfaction from delivering quality 

product on time with a team that feels great about the accomplishment. 
Any additional praise is just an added bonus to a job well done.

What does accountability look like to you? Take some time to reflect and ask 
yourself if you have been practicing this core value. Share with your teammates 
and practice this core value as a team!
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PUSAT DIALISIS ALOR SETAR
Before

After

CENTRES UPDATES : Expansion
DaVita Alor Setar, DaVita Sungai Petani Utara, DaVita Pendang, DaVita Sungai Besar, DaVita Kajang, DaVita Cheras, DaVita Taman Tasik 
Jaya, DaVita Kota Damansara, DaVita Kuala Sungai Baru, DaVita Benut and DaVita Johor Bahru are looking great with the new look, just 
after their expansion.
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PUSAT DIALISIS SUNGAI PETANI UTARA
Before

After

CENTRES UPDATES : Expansion
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PUSAT DIALISIS PENDANG
Before

After

CENTRES UPDATES : Expansion
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PUSAT DIALISIS SUNGAI BESAR
Before

After

CENTRES UPDATES : Expansion
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PUSAT DIALISIS KAJANG
Before

After

CENTRES UPDATES : Expansion
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PUSAT DIALISIS CHERAS
Before

After

CENTRES UPDATES : Expansion
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PUSAT DIALISIS TAMAN TASIK JAYA
Before

After

CENTRES UPDATES : Expansion
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PUSAT DIALISIS KOTA DAMANSARA
Before

After

CENTRES UPDATES : Expansion
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PUSAT DIALISIS KUALA SUNGAI BARU
Before

After

CENTRES UPDATES : Expansion
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PUSAT DIALISIS BENUT
Before

After

CENTRES UPDATES : Expansion
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PUSAT DIALISIS JOHOR BAHRU
Before

After

CENTRES UPDATES : Expansion
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MALAYSIAN SOCIETY 
OF QUALITY IN 
HEALTH (MSQH) 
ACCREDITATION
We are very proud to have six of our 
DaVita centres with MSQH accreditation - 
Pusat Dialisis DaVita Rawang, Pusat 
Dialisis DaVita Seremban, Pusat Dialisis 
DaVita Kota Damansara, Pusat Dialisis 
DaVita Gurun, Pusat Dialisis DaVita 
Pontian and Pusat Dialisis DaVita Sabak 
Bernam.

Kudos to the Regulatory and Quality team 
for making this happen. We shall look 
forward for more of our centers to be 
recognized with MSQH accreditation. 


